April 23, 2021

Elise Berliner, PhD  
Task Order Officer  
Center for Evidence and Practice Improvement  
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality  
5600 Fishers Lane  
Rockville, MD 20857  
SENT VIA EMAIL TO: epc@ahrq.hhs.gov

Re: Draft Technology Assessment – “Continuous Positive Airway Pressure Treatment for Obstructive Sleep Apnea”

Dear Dr. Berliner:

The undersigned organizations wish to comment on the draft technology assessment entitled, “Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP) Treatment for Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA),” prepared for the Evidenced-based Practice Center (EPC) program at AHRQ at the request of the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS). We commend CMS for requesting, and AHRQ for initiating, this evidence review. Periodic evidenced-based reviews of technology are essential to inform clinical practice, enhance delivery of patient care, and focus research priorities. However, evidence-based reviews have limitations in informing policy decisions, often based on their scope, requiring the need to look at additional evidence for a more complete picture and inform policy recommendations. As discussed in this response, we believe that most patients and clinicians would place a high value on some outcomes, excessive sleepiness in particular, that this draft report appears
to indicate are not clinically important. We request that if AHRQ wishes to draw conclusions about clinically important outcomes, the technology assessment should assess the evidence for all outcomes that patients and clinicians are likely to consider important.

The AHRQ draft report performed a comprehensive review to primarily address two key areas: 1) the effectiveness of CPAP therapy to improve clinically significant long-term outcomes in patients with OSA and 2) the evidence that measures of sleep-disordered breathing are valid surrogate or intermediate measures for clinically significant outcomes. Overall, the evidence-based review focused specifically on “long-term outcomes” and conveys the general state of knowledge regarding the effects of CPAP treatment on some clinically significant outcomes (e.g., mortality and cardiovascular events) for people with OSA, describes the limitations of the current literature, and provides recommendations for future studies that the sleep research community should consider. However, the overall message conveyed by the draft report is that there are no significant benefits, short- or long-term, from CPAP treatment, when this conclusion does not reflect the totality of available evidence. We are concerned that the draft, as written, has a high likelihood of being misconstrued and will have detrimental repercussions for the care of millions of Americans with OSA receiving benefit from CPAP therapy now and in the future.

Our specific concerns include:

- **Excessive sleepiness was not considered a clinically important, patient-centered, long-term outcome:** Sleepiness was relegated to a surrogate or intermediate outcome rather than a meaningful, clinically significant outcome of great importance to patients. The consequence of this decision is the absence of analyses that demonstrate the effectiveness of CPAP in improving sleepiness over a period of 6 months or more.

- **Important data on motor vehicle crashes was not considered:** Limiting analyses to only include recent randomized controlled trial (RCT) data assessing the impact of OSA treatment on motor vehicle crashes is worrisome given the major personal and public health implications of this outcome.

- **Improvement in blood pressure was not considered a clinically relevant outcome:** The draft report focused only on the prevention of incident hypertension and normalization of blood pressure but failed to consider blood pressure reduction as a long-term, clinically important outcome.

- **Analyses of AHI as an intermediate outcome had potential limitations:** A suboptimal methodologic approach was used to determine the validity of the apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) as an intermediate or surrogate outcome by examining correlational changes in the AHI with CPAP therapy and changes in clinical outcomes.

- **The future research section did not adequately consider the barriers to conducting RCTs:** Complementary, alternative study designs should be considered for future trials of OSA on long-term outcomes, including in targeted patient groups.

- **The summary statements were unclear:** The language used to summarize the strength of evidence and directionality of effects was difficult to interpret. This creates a strong potential for misinterpretation by non-expert readers.

Given the tremendous policy impact that the final AHRQ report will likely have in the care of patients with OSA, we are asking the AHRQ to carefully consider our detailed comments and consider revising the draft report prior to final publication to avoid misinterpretations or the appearance of bias.
Excessive sleepiness was not considered a clinically important, patient-centered, long-term outcome.

A critical concern is that the AHRQ report does not acknowledge that CPAP is an effective treatment for OSA-related symptoms, in particular, excessive daytime sleepiness (referred to as excessive sleepiness in this response). Rather, the statement made repeatedly throughout the draft is that CPAP has no impact on “long-term, clinically important outcomes.” Although the AHRQ report ultimately acknowledges the strong evidence for the impact of CPAP on excessive sleepiness, it was only recognized at the end of the report (see page 118 of the draft report) with the following statement: “The generally low SoE regarding the use of CPAP to prevent long-term clinical outcomes (for most outcomes) is in contrast with high SoE of the effect of CPAP to improve AHI and other sleep and symptom measures, as evaluated by ESS,” and cited two reviews, one of which was authored by the AHRQ.1,2

Fundamental limitations of the current draft are: 1) the failure to consider excessive sleepiness as an important, long-term clinical outcome, 2) not acknowledging the clear symptom benefits, particularly excessive sleepiness, derived with CPAP treatment from the outset in the draft report, and 3) minimizing the importance of shorter-term studies as discussed further below. By not acknowledging or presenting this information, AHRQ gives the non-expert reader the impression that CPAP has no important, long-term, clinically important benefits.

Another major limitation of the draft is that excessive daytime sleepiness (measured by the Epworth Sleepiness Scale, ESS) is exclusively viewed as an intermediate or surrogate outcome, that “…may be effective to improve symptoms (as measured by the ESS) but these effects do not impact clinical outcomes” (see page 114 of the draft report). Although the presence of excessive sleepiness may contribute to changes in mood, cognition, and quality of life in OSA patients, excessive sleepiness is a key clinically important, patient-centered outcome for people with OSA, just as relief of arthritic pain is considered a clinically important outcome and a target for treatment of arthritis. Excessive sleepiness is by far the most common daytime, OSA-related symptom for which patients seek treatment and is the strongest clinical indication for prescription of CPAP by clinicians. Furthermore, daytime sleepiness is a major determinant of patients’ acceptance of, and adherence to, CPAP over the long-term.3,4

A premise of the draft is that evidence from short-term studies is not relevant for long-term benefits with CPAP treatment, which is another limitation of the report. The AHRQ report relegates the relief of OSA symptoms, such as excessive sleepiness, as a “short-term benefit” of OSA therapy. However, this patient-centric benefit is a long-term, clinically important effect, which is dependent upon continued adherence to CPAP therapy. Excessive sleepiness predictably recurs upon interruption of CPAP in the clinical setting and has been demonstrated in studies implementing 1-2 weeks of CPAP withdrawal in participants on chronic CPAP therapy.5,6 We believe that a more accurate characterization of the evidence is that CPAP improves excessive sleepiness when used, and patients must continue CPAP long-term to continue to derive this benefit.

Short and long-term studies have clearly demonstrated the benefits of CPAP in improving excessive sleepiness. In a recent systematic review and meta-analysis of the effects of CPAP in people with OSA conducted by an American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) Task Force,7,8 a meta-analysis of 33 RCTs of at least 4 weeks’ duration confined to participants with excessive sleepiness yielded a mean improvement of -2.7 (95% CI: -3.2 to -2.15) points in the ESS with CPAP compared to a control condition (Figure S3 in online supplement).8 The minimal clinically important difference (MCID) reported for the ESS is considered to be 2.0 (Table 3 in the online supplement).7 The strength of this evidence led to the recommendation that: “We recommend that clinicians use positive airway pressure, compared to no therapy, to treat OSA in adults with excessive sleepiness. (STRONG).”7
The AASM systematic review included trials of less than 6 months duration; however, 10 of the 12 RCTs included in the AHRQ report provide data on the improvement in ESS with CPAP versus a control condition, in studies of at least six months duration. As shown in Figure 1 below, we performed a meta-analysis of nine of the studies in the report (Note: Craig et al 20129 did not provide data in a suitable format for analysis but did report a mean treatment effect on ESS of -2.0 (95% CI: -2.6 to -1.4, p <0.001)). Several of these studies excluded participants with at least mild10 or moderate-severe11-14 excessive sleepiness based on ESS, including two with the longest follow-up.11,12 Despite this, the estimated mean effect of CPAP treatment on ESS was a reduction of -2.31 (95% CI: -3.10 to -1.53) for the nine studies (see Figure 1 of this response). Therefore, studies identified by the draft report provide support for the long-term benefit of CPAP therapy on ESS in patients with OSA, a critical, patient-centered outcome.

**Figure 1. Meta-analysis of change in ESS with CPAP based on RCTs identified by the AHRQ report**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study or Subgroup</th>
<th>CPAP Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Control Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Mean Difference IV, Random, 95% CI</th>
<th>Mean Difference IV, Random, 95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barbe 2012</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>13.5%</td>
<td>-1.10 [-1.51, -0.89]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang 2015</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>-3.30 [-4.63, -1.97]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kushida 2012</td>
<td>7.39</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>8.41</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>13.0%</td>
<td>-1.02 [-1.59, -0.45]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McEvoy 2015</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1188</td>
<td>13.7%</td>
<td>-2.60 [-2.92, -2.28]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMillan 2015</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>-2.00 [-2.96, -1.04]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monasterio 2001</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
<td>-2.20 [-4.12, -0.28]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw 2016</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>-1.60 [-2.69, -0.51]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu 2016</td>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11.31</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
<td>-6.50 [-8.04, -4.98]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao 2017</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>-1.70 [-2.91, -0.49]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (95% CI)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2466</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>-2.31 [-3.10, -1.53]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Mean = follow-up ESS value; mean difference = difference in change in ESS between CPAP and control groups

**RECOMMENDATION:** To avoid misinterpretation of the AHRQ report, we strongly encourage revisions that acknowledge that excessive sleepiness is a clinically important outcome for patients with OSA. Specifically, we recommend that this be stated at key points within the report, including the abstract, the executive summary, the report findings, discussion, implications, and conclusions. Furthermore, we recommend that a meta-analysis of excessive sleepiness in the included studies be performed with the findings then added to the report. We have no doubt that AHRQ recognizes the value that patients place on the long-term control of symptoms and believe addressing these concerns will minimize misinterpretation that could lead to detrimental policy decisions for patients with OSA.

**Important data on motor vehicle crashes (MVCs) was not considered.**

Another impactful long-term clinical outcome, which has received inadequate consideration in this report, is motor vehicle crashes. There is abundant evidence that untreated OSA is associated with an increased rate of car crashes.15 There are, however, important limitations to relying on RCT data to demonstrate reduction in crashes with CPAP. Specifically, the strong evidence for the effect of CPAP on excessive sleepiness has made it unethical to randomize study participants with severe sleepiness to ineffective treatment for extended periods of time, i.e., 6 months or longer, particularly when the outcome being assessed is potentially fatal. Moreover, as discussed in more detail below, another limitation of the OSA literature is that treatment studies have often not targeted participants with baseline impairment in the outcome of interest who are most likely to benefit from treatment. For MVCs, excessive sleepiness is clearly the greatest predisposing factor such that exclusion of markedly sleepy patients inevitably attenuates any treatment effect.
These limitations are evident in the RCT data on MVCs presented (see pages 64-65 of the draft report) from the SAVE\textsuperscript{12} and PREDICT\textsuperscript{16} studies. The analysis identified no significant reduction with CPAP in either study, although there was a trend to reduction of the annual rate of crashes causing injury in SAVE (RR 0.84 (95% CI: 0.70 to 1.00). Of note, however, neither study was powered for this secondary outcome, and more importantly SAVE excluded patients with moderate-severe sleepiness (ESS >15), and while PREDICT included patients with ESS >9, patients with a history of sleepiness while driving were specifically excluded.

As stated elsewhere in this response, the absence of a high strength of evidence (SoE) in favor of an OSA treatment is not equivalent to evidence against such an effect. Indeed, for a matter of such great patient and public safety concern, alternate study designs are clearly required, but in the interim, consideration needs to be given to “lower levels” of evidence where available. Two recent meta-analyses\textsuperscript{8, 17} have examined data from non-randomized comparative studies (NRCS) on the effect of CPAP treatment of OSA on motor vehicle crashes and yielded very similar findings. The results of the most recent meta-analysis\textsuperscript{8} are summarized in the Forest plot below. The 10 studies included consisted mostly of pre- to post-CPAP comparisons for single groups of patients conducted prior to 2010 (and thus did not meet eligibility criteria for the NRCS analyses (see Appendix of draft report, page A8)). However, follow-up in these studies ranged from 2 years before to 0.5 – 6.0 years after enrollment, thus evaluating the long-term impact of OSA treatment. The rate of MVCs was strikingly reduced following CPAP treatment, with an overall risk ratio of 0.28 (95% CI: 0.18 to 0.43).\textsuperscript{8} The AASM Task Force established a risk ratio MCID of 0.9 \textit{a priori} for this outcome, thus this finding was deemed highly clinically significant.\textsuperscript{8} The methodologically strongest of these studies\textsuperscript{18} compared crash rates for 210 patients with OSA before and after CPAP treatment to population control rates during the same time period, with adjustment for annual distance driven and verification of crashes from transport authority records. These authors reported a risk ratio of 0.43 (95% CI: 0.30 to 0.63) for MVCs following CPAP therapy, similar to the overall point estimate.

These data have been considered to be sufficiently compelling to inform recommendations and policies by scientific societies and government transportation agencies for both non-commercial and commercial drivers.\textsuperscript{19, 20} Furthermore, this evidence has been translated into a policy change for OSA screening and treatment by commercial trucking agencies, and subsequently has been shown to reduce MVCs among CPAP adherent drivers.\textsuperscript{21, 22}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{meta-analysis.png}
\caption{Meta-analysis of PAP pre-treatment vs. PAP post-treatment (MVC Risk Ratio) from NRCS (Figure S51 from the AASM Systematic Review on Treatment of Adult OSA with PAP)\textsuperscript{8}}
\end{figure}

While this body of data may not have met the eligibility criteria for NRCS inclusion set by the report authors, in view of the methodologic considerations discussed above and the patient benefit and public safety implications of these studies:
RECOMMENDATION: We strongly recommend that the search and inclusion criteria for the outcome of motor vehicle crashes in this report be modified to include non-randomized cohort and control studies both prior to and since 2010 for the evaluation of evidence regarding the effect of CPAP on reducing motor vehicle crashes. In addition, the limitations of this analysis, which included the review of studies that excluded sleepy patients and did not consider alternative study designs, should be discussed in the final AHRQ report.

Improvement in blood pressure was not considered a clinically relevant outcome.

We are also concerned about the AHRQ report’s approach in evaluating hypertension as a long-term clinical outcome. The draft narrowly focused on the development or resolution of hypertension, which led to the identification of only one RCT for each outcome. This was surprising as we were able to identify one additional study that should have met the report’s inclusion criteria (i.e., a NRCS, which uses modelling or other analytical methods to minimize confounding).\textsuperscript{23} The study by Marin et al was a prospective cohort study of almost 1900 participants without hypertension, and with and without OSA, followed for a median of 12.2 years for the development of incident hypertension. The study found a reduced risk of incident hypertension (HR 0.71; 95% CI: 0.53 – 0.94) in participants with OSA treated with CPAP compared to those without OSA. In contrast, participants who were ineligible for CPAP, declined CPAP, or were non-adherent to CPAP had a higher risk of incident hypertension. Although the AHRQ report did identify this study, it was excluded in the context of key clinical question 2 (KCQ2) but does not appear to have been evaluated for KCQ1 (see Appendix of draft report, page B-6).

RECOMMENDATION: We recommend that the authors of the draft report re-evaluate this study for inclusion.

The report concludes that, due to the limited number of studies, there is “insufficient evidence to determine the effect of CPAP on risk of incident HTN or reversion to normotension.” By limiting the focus to the development or resolution of hypertension, the AHRQ report ignores the salient outcome of the magnitude of blood pressure (BP) reduction, which can have important patient-level benefits (e.g., reduction in the number of BP medications) and population-level benefits (e.g., reduction in mortality and cardiovascular outcomes).\textsuperscript{24}

In focusing on the development or resolution of hypertension, the AHRQ report fails to acknowledge that hypertension is multi-factorial in etiology with only some intermediate pathways potentially affected by CPAP treatment. While a single anti-hypertensive drug may be expected to lower BP to normal levels in some patients with mild hypertension, it would not be expected to either resolve or prevent new hypertension in all patients. Thus, the effect of CPAP in mitigating OSA and improving hypertension is expected to vary considerably between individuals with studies demonstrating that hypertension phenotype (e.g., uncontrolled, resistant, or refractory hypertension; see Appendix, Table 1), younger age, the presence of excessive sleepiness, greater severity of OSA, and higher adherence to CPAP are important factors in predicting CPAP-induced lowering of BP.\textsuperscript{25-28}

The Eighth Joint National Committee’s (“JNC 8”) 2014 Evidenced-Based Guideline for the Management of High Blood Pressure in Adults\textsuperscript{29} stated that the “main goal of hypertension treatment is to attain and maintain goal blood pressure.” An important observation by the report is that one treatment is often inadequate to maintain full control, and the treatment regimen must be adjusted as needed. In clinical practice, hypertension is managed by a combined approach involving weight loss, exercise, reducing salt intake, drug therapy and other interventions, including CPAP in patients with hypertension and OSA. A multi-modality approach is necessary as the anti-hypertensive effect of any single, isolated intervention is modest, variable, and unpredictable. Indeed, even with a multi-modal approach, less than half (43.5%) of patients have adequately
controlled hypertension,7, 8, 30 Thus, there has been no BP threshold ever established, to our knowledge, that is required to approve effective anti-hypertensive therapy. By limiting evaluation of the benefit of CPAP in patients with OSA to the prevention or resolution of hypertension, the AHRQ report effectively holds CPAP to a different standard than anti-hypertensive pharmacotherapy. With this standard, there would be no approved treatments for hypertension. Therefore, what is critical is to demonstrate an independent blood pressure lowering effect attributable to a single specific therapy, in the context of RCTs, as has been demonstrated in patients with hypertension and OSA treated with CPAP.7, 8, 30

Two recent meta-analyses with similar inclusion criteria have evaluated the effects of CPAP compared to control on blood pressure.7, 8, 30 Both systematic reviews found clinically significant reductions in blood pressure with CPAP. One review30 reported a mean reduction of -2.6 (95% CI: -3.6 to -1.6) mm Hg for systolic BP and -2.1 (95% CI: -2.8 to -1.4) for diastolic BP from 33 studies ranging in duration from 4 – 52 weeks (with the exception of Huang et al11 which had an even longer follow-up). OSA has also been established to impair nocturnal BP dipping,31 the absence of which in cardiovascular studies has been associated with end-organ damage and cardiovascular and cerebrovascular events.32-35 In the AASM systematic review, the impact of CPAP on nocturnal BP was evaluated in 14 studies. Treatment with CPAP resulted in a mean decrease of -4.2 (95% CI: -6.0 to -2.5) mm Hg for systolic BP and -2.3 (95% CI: -2.7 to -0.9) for diastolic BP (see supplemental figures S10-S11 in the AASM systematic review8). As shown in Appendix, Table 1 of this response, reductions in BP were more pronounced when only patients with hypertension and OSA were randomized. The evidence for clinically significant reduction in BP with CPAP treatment in OSA led to the AASM Clinical Practice Guideline recommendation: “We suggest that clinicians use positive airway pressure, compared to no therapy, to treat OSA in adults with comorbid hypertension. (CONDITIONAL).”

While many of the studies highlighted in this response are shorter than the minimum 1-year duration required by the AHRQ draft report, there is evidence that the BP-lowering effect of CPAP is maintained long-term. For example, 2 weeks of CPAP withdrawal in patients with OSA on long-term CPAP therapy resulted in significant increases in blood pressure.5 In addition, a large body of cardiovascular literature has demonstrated that sustained reductions in BP by 1-4 mm Hg with anti-hypertensive therapy translates into meaningful long-term cardiovascular risk reduction.24, 36-38

We recognize that very large, multi-center studies, with follow-up over several years will ultimately be required to demonstrate the direct impact of BP lowering by CPAP on clinically important cardiovascular outcomes. However, there is every reason to anticipate that BP reduction effects reported with CPAP will be significant based on the above discussion. In the interim, the AHRQ draft report should not misconstrue the absence of evidence for the long-term benefit of CPAP as evidence of absence of a benefit. Furthermore, we view the short-term effect of BP lowering as being highly relevant for long-term clinically relevant outcomes in OSA.

**RECOMMENDATION:** We, therefore, strongly recommend that the AHRQ report be revised to include analyses of long-term data from RCTs and NRCS on changes in blood pressure with CPAP treatment for patients with OSA.

**Analyses of AHI as an intermediate outcome had potential limitations.**

Two of the stated key clinical questions (KCQs) addressed by the draft report were whether: 1) currently utilized measures of sleep-disordered breathing (e.g., the apnea-hypopnea index; AHI) are valid surrogate or intermediate measures for clinically significant outcomes (KCQ2) and 2) there is within-study concordance between the AHI and sleepiness (using the ESS) and clinically significant outcomes. After conducting analyses, the AHRQ report concluded that the “evidence base neither supports nor refutes whether commonly
used measures (AHI, oxygen desaturation index [ODI], ESS) are valid intermediate or surrogate measures for long-term clinical outcomes” (see page 126 of the draft report), therefore, conclusions could not be drawn regarding these questions. We concur with the AHRQ report that there were limited data in the available literature to address the goal of the KCQ. However, we respectfully disagree with some aspects of the framework established to address this specific KCQ, and strongly encourage that revisions to the report consider proposed alternative approaches and/or incorporate elements of the below comments in the section titled “Ideal Study Design to Establish Validity of Mediator (Intermediate) and Surrogate Measures” (see page 107 of the draft report).

To address these questions, the methods employed were to determine if a change in the AHI in response to CPAP correlated with a change in clinical outcome. We would argue that this approach is flawed and does not provide needed information regarding a potential dose-response effect between reductions in AHI and improvements in clinical outcome since CPAP adherence was not accounted for.

CPAP is prescribed to patients with OSA to essentially minimize the AHI and improve clinical outcomes. CPAP is effective for the goal of minimizing the AHI, particularly if utilized for the entire period of sleep. Thus, reductions in AHI with CPAP treatment are likely to be a function of the baseline severity but should not be used in determining whether the AHI is an appropriate intermediate or surrogate outcome for clinical outcomes. The approach used in the report primarily reflects the baseline severity of OSA, but does not take into account adherence to, or the “dose” of CPAP, that could influence the particular clinical outcome analyzed.

CPAP is an imperfect therapy, and like most treatments, adherence is variable. We propose at least two more appropriate approaches for examining a dose-response relationship between changes in AHI and any clinical outcome be considered. First, one could examine the extent to which CPAP alleviates the AHI, accounting for the duration of CPAP use as a proportion of total sleep time. At least two measures have been described, the mean disease alleviation index and determination of an effective AHI, both of which account for average CPAP use relative to total sleep duration. Correlation of either of these metrics with changes in clinical outcomes would more directly assess potential dose-response relationships between changes in AHI and clinical outcomes.

A second approach is to examine the relationship between hours of CPAP use and improvements in clinical outcomes. This approach has been used in at least two previously published studies. In both studies, a dose-response relationship was found between hours of CPAP use and reductions in subjective sleepiness. In one of the studies, a dose-response relationship was found between hours of CPAP use and measures of objective and subjective sleepiness, as well as functional status, with a greater proportion of patients achieving normal functioning with longer nightly CPAP use. However, these studies would not have been included in the draft report as the studies were of 3 months duration, rather than the minimum of 6 months that the draft report required.

Finally, we are concerned that the primary analysis performed to determine whether the AHI is a valid mediator of clinical outcomes is flawed because of the singular focus on long-term studies of 6 months or more. Short-term studies can provide valuable information as to whether a measure such as AHI is a valid intermediate outcome for some longer-term clinical outcomes. Short-term studies are more likely to be studies of efficacy as participants are more likely to maintain adherence over shorter periods. In contrast, longer-term studies are more likely to be studies of effectiveness, reflecting more “real world” conditions, with variable use of a particular therapy. As an example, in the largest RCT included in the AHRQ report, the SAVE trial, mean CPAP adherence was 4.4 ± 2.2 h/night at the first month and fell to 3.3 ± 2.3h after a mean follow-up of 3.7 years.
The AHRQ draft report provides an excellent description of ideal study designs to establish the validity of mediator and surrogate measures and provides specific examples for researchers in this field to consider. However, as described in this section, we believe that the approach used would not have allowed the AHRQ to appropriately answer the question posed. We recognize that these analyses have not been widely implemented to date; however, there is a need to encourage appropriate study designs.

RECOMMENDATION: Therefore, we strongly recommend that the draft report be revised to acknowledge the limitations of the analyses performed using change in AHI as an intermediate measure, acknowledge the importance of CPAP adherence in examining dose-response relationship with short- and long-term outcomes, and incorporate the alternative approaches described in the section titled “Ideal Study Design to Establish Validity of Mediator (Intermediate) and Surrogate Measures” (see page 107 of the draft report).

The future research section did not adequately consider the barriers to conducting RCTs.

The AHRQ draft report provides a strong rationale and useful suggestions for future studies evaluating the long-term benefit of CPAP therapy. However, we believe that the recommendations put forth for specific future studies are incomplete. The draft report does not fully recognize the challenges in this area and the needs to move research on OSA forward. The challenges are related to the heterogeneity of the disorder and the reluctance of patients and physicians to risk randomization into no treatment, given the known symptomatic benefits of CPAP including reductions in excessive sleepiness. There is an outstanding opportunity for the AHRQ report to have a positive, major impact for the research community by providing a more complete roadmap for research into OSA treatment.

The specific recommendations we propose be integrated into the section on future research include discussion of:

1. Potential challenges in conducting RCTs and the need for alternative trial designs, such as adaptive trials and studies of CPAP withdrawal.
2. Alternative non-randomized study designs, including carefully designed propensity score matching studies, when RCTs may not be possible.
4. The need to recruit and study patients who will likely benefit from CPAP for a specific outcome.
5. Specific studies to establish successful interventions which promote long-term adherence to therapy.

We provide further rationale for these recommendations below.

Design of Future RCTs

The draft report advocates for new, larger RCTs; however, the situation is not as simple as the authors of the AHRQ report envisage. Benefits of CPAP with respect to multiple outcomes have been documented in shorter-term studies (see earlier section on sleepiness). The report acknowledges that there is high SoE of CPAP to improve symptoms, such as excessive sleepiness. Given these acknowledged benefits, clinicians in practice and who participate with institutional review boards (IRBs) have been reluctant to have patients participate in randomized studies that include the possibility of receiving no treatment for multiple years, as would be required for RCTs to assess long-term benefits. There are also potential safety concerns, such as an increased risk of motor vehicle crashes in patients with OSA and the potential harm their sleepiness may present to others on the road.
Given that participants enrolled in longer-term RCTs are usually less symptomatic due to referring clinicians not being in equipoise, it is not surprising that CPAP adherence in these studies is much lower than that described in a study of millions of typical clinical patients with OSA. Thus, the trials reviewed in the AHRQ report are not providing evidence that CPAP does not have cardiovascular benefit in patients with OSA. Rather, these studies are providing evidence that CPAP does not have cardiovascular benefits in relatively asymptomatic patients without excessive sleepiness who have poor CPAP adherence (partial treatment). This is not a surprising conclusion.

While designing RCTs to address whether treatment of OSA with CPAP or other interventions improves cardiovascular and other long-term clinically important outcomes will be challenging, strategies to make these study designs more efficient have been described. Specifically, adaptive enrichment designs may be one approach, where through pre-specified interim analyses, more promising at-risk groups (e.g., excessively sleepy, higher nocturnal hypoxemic burden) may be identified, which allow eligibility criteria to be modified to oversample participants in that subgroup. This has the advantage of potentially decreasing both the time needed to complete an RCT and the ultimate sample size required. In addition, SMART (sequential, multiple assignments, randomized trials) designs have also been advocated. This approach allows for non-adherent participants to be subsequently re-randomized to an alternative treatment intervention (e.g., oral appliance therapy, hypoglossal stimulation, surgical intervention, or pharmacotherapy). Such an approach would help optimize adherence to a treatment intervention in order to assess long-term outcomes more adequately.

Randomized trials with a withdrawal design (i.e., withdrawal of treatment) have several benefits that can provide data on the ability of OSA treatments to suppress symptoms and control blood pressure over long periods. Particular outcomes of interest include symptomatic benefit for sleep quality, excessive sleepiness symptoms, nocturia, quality of life of the patient and bedpartner, headaches, concentration and attention, mood and anxiety. Withdrawal studies can provide data on the sustained effects of long-term treatment of OSA in much shorter time frames and at lower costs than a typical randomized trial. They can potentially minimize bias from suboptimal CPAP adherence and incomplete therapeutic effects. They can minimize sample bias by enriching study populations with patients with comorbidities of interest (e.g., hypertension or cognitive impairment) prior to CPAP initiation. Given the shorter time frame, blinded randomization with sham treatment (e.g., sham CPAP) could be performed.

**RECOMMENDATION:** We recommend that the draft report section on “Future Research” be revised to acknowledge the need for alternative RCT designs as described to determine if treatment of OSA with CPAP or other therapies improves clinically important long-term outcomes.

**Propensity Score Matching Studies**

When conducting longer-term RCTs is challenging, other study designs should be considered. In this situation, non-randomized, prospective cohort studies with a carefully conducted propensity score matching design may be appropriate. This type of observational design is often used in similar circumstances where RCTs are problematic. Although the AHRQ report gives weight to studies employing propensity score matching, the analyses reviewed were typically conducted post-hoc after the RCT was completed, i.e., this was not the primary design.

The Center for Devices and Radiologic Health (CDRH) of the FDA has accepted well-conducted propensity score designs as the basis for the approval of a number of medical devices, and FDA review statisticians have written extensively concerning best practices. Importantly, these study designs need to control for healthy user and healthy adherer bias. Studies indicate, however, that RCTs and observational designs can lead to the same conclusions when applied to the same groups of subjects with the same outcomes.
Moreover, well-conducted propensity score matching studies have been shown to replicate the findings of RCTs at a fraction of the cost.\textsuperscript{56}

**RECOMMENDATION:** There is a major need for well-designed propensity score matching studies addressing, in particular, the major likely confounders and using state-of-the-art analytical strategies. Therefore, we strongly encourage the draft report section on “Future Research” be revised to include discussion of prospective, non-randomized studies with propensity score matching as the primary design.

**New Approaches to Define Disease Severity**

The authors of the report have appropriately drawn attention to the need for metrics of disease burden rather than event rate. In addition, a fundamental argument against the sole use of the AHI as a measure of disease severity is the low level of correlation with different outcomes of the disorder (e.g., excessive sleepiness and hypertension).\textsuperscript{57, 58} A recent report of the Sleep Research Society (SRS)\textsuperscript{57} addresses the strengths and weaknesses of the AHI. It emphasizes three potential sources that serve to limit the predictive ability of the AHI:

1) Precision - does the AHI measure accurately the burden of disease?
2) Individual differences in response to OSA
3) Competing (non-OSA) causes of outcomes of interest

As outlined in the SRS report, one should not solely rely on physiological measures to provide prediction of outcomes.\textsuperscript{57} We also need to utilize molecular biomarkers\textsuperscript{59} and genetic studies to develop polygenetic risk scores. All tools should be initially utilized to provide enhanced prediction of outcomes so that the optimal approach can be developed. It should not simply be based on only physiological measures. There are, however, new physiologic metrics such as hypoxic burden\textsuperscript{60} and heart rate response to arousal\textsuperscript{61} that have been shown to be predictors of future cardiovascular events. These new metrics need to be more thoroughly investigated.

**RECOMMENDATION:** With this background, we encourage AHRQ to revise the draft report section on “Future Research” to describe the importance of doing studies with molecular biomarkers (multiple OMIC strategies), genetic markers, and novel physiologic measures to enhance prediction of outcomes.

**Specific Patient Populations**

There is considerable heterogeneity in patients with OSA both from a clinical symptomatic perspective\textsuperscript{62, 63} that affects risk of CV disease\textsuperscript{64} and other outcomes from a physiological viewpoint.\textsuperscript{65} There is also individual variation in outcomes in patients with this disorder. Thus, future studies should seek to recruit and study individuals who will likely benefit from CPAP for a specific outcome. Examples of this include studying blood pressure changes in patients who are hypertensive, studying the impact of CPAP on neurocognition in patients with observed deficits in cognition before starting therapy, and studying depression changes in patients who are depressed.

**RECOMMENDATION:** We recommend that the AHRQ report make specific recommendations for studies on selected patient groups. We strongly encourage that the draft report section on “Future Research” be expanded to provide suggestions of specific populations with OSA that should be studied, such as those with depression, anxiety, cognitive impairment, and specific cardiovascular disorders. Stating specific populations that should be studied is an opportunity to advance strategies to obtain the evidence that is needed.
Enhancing CPAP Adherence

Fundamental to studying long-term outcomes of CPAP is to ensure adherence to the therapy. Adherence to CPAP in recent long-term RCTs has been problematic and is not typical of what is found in clinical samples.\textsuperscript{44} This likely reflects the relatively asymptomatic nature of subjects who were recruited.\textsuperscript{46} In the future research section, the AHRQ report suggests that evidence is needed to address issues of non-adherence and how these issues can be minimized. Although we agree with the draft report’s premise, more specific recommendations could be presented to stimulate the research community.

Methods to enhance CPAP adherence can be divided into four broad categories—education at initiation of therapy, behavioral interventions, troubleshooting interactions, and tele-monitoring. Much of the literature on methods to enhance CPAP adherence has only been performed for a few months.\textsuperscript{40, 66} There are very limited data on the effects of interventions to enhance CPAP adherence over the long term (e.g., multiple years). There has been a recent review outlining strategies to manage CPAP adherence in clinical trials, with the need to assess the validity and value of this approach for implementation in long-term studies.\textsuperscript{67}

**RECOMMENDATION:** Therefore, we strongly encourage that the section on “Future Research” acknowledges the specific need for studies of CPAP adherence in patients with OSA to optimize strategies for long-term RCTs and NRCS in the treatment of OSA.

The summary statements were unclear.

We are concerned that the language used in the AHRQ report to create summary statements, which integrate the strength of evidence (SoE) with the directionality of effect for each clinical outcome, will be confusing to readers of the report and lead to misinterpretation. For example, there are several statements on outcomes from the executive summary which may confuse the reader, as the statements are presented as “double negatives” (see italics added):

- “. . .there was low SoE that CPAP does not affect the risk of cardiovascular (CV) death.”
- “. . .provide low SoE that CPAP does not affect the risk of stroke or acute myocardial infarction.”
- “. . .there is low SoE that CPAP use does not affect the risk of all-cause mortality, stroke, myocardial infarction, composite CV outcomes, driving accidents, and incident diabetes.”
- “. . .there is low SoE that CPAP does not yield clinically meaningful changes in depression and anxiety symptoms, cognitive function, or QoL.

**RECOMMENDATION:** We encourage AHRQ to revise and more clearly state the observations in the report to prevent misinterpretation by first making a statement about the direction of effect and then providing meta-analysis results when available and the level of confidence as follows: “[CPAP use (does or does not) affect X (show meta-analysis results) (low SOE)].”

Conclusions

This AHRQ report has the potential to shape future research endeavors and strengthen the medical knowledge base, while improving the care of patients, for which the authors are to be commended. We acknowledge that the current scientific evidence has not resulted in strong evidence regarding the effect of CPAP on improving composite CV outcomes for patients with OSA. However, the methodology chosen by the draft denies the recognition of the powerful effects of CPAP treatment for other outcomes. In the preceding detailed sections and summarized in the following paragraphs, we express our deep concerns regarding the trivialized effect of
CPAP on patient-centered symptoms, such as excessive sleepiness as a long-term outcome, and safety-oriented outcomes such as motor vehicle crashes.

There are further issues regarding the sole focus on incident and normalized blood pressure as CV outcomes, and the correlation of change in AHI to the change in clinical outcomes to validate the AHI as an intermediate measure. In addition, we reviewed the AHRQ discussion on future studies and recommended to especially emphasize the explicit need for alternative study designs, as randomized clinical trials of CPAP may not be possible for some long-term outcomes and may never be reasonably or ethically undertaken for motor vehicle crashes. We are also concerned about the emphasis and language used to provide the conclusions. It should not be the charge of the report to conclude when it is or is not appropriate to prescribe CPAP as stated in the abstract: “The published evidence mostly does not support that CPAP prescription affects long-term, clinically important outcomes.” The report finally concludes: “Specifically, with low SoE RCTs do not demonstrate that CPAP affects all-cause mortality, various CV outcomes, clinically important changes in psychosocial measures, or other clinically important outcomes.” The corollary of this statement can also be true in that the low SoE does not confirm that CPAP did not demonstrate an effect on various CV outcomes. In other words, the low SoE of evidence for benefit is not evidence of absence of benefit.

Sleepiness is the most common OSA symptom for which patients seek treatment and is the strongest clinical indication for prescription of CPAP by clinicians, and it often determines patients’ adherence to long-term therapy. The draft report itself recognized the strong evidence for the impact of CPAP on excessive sleepiness, as noted deep into the report (see pages 117-118 of the draft report): “The generally low SoE regarding the use of CPAP to prevent long-term clinical outcomes (for most outcomes) is in contrast with high SoE of the effect of CPAP to improve AHI and other sleep and symptom measures, as evaluated by ESS.” We have described that the major limitation of the draft is that excessive daytime sleepiness (measured by the ESS) is exclusively viewed as an intermediate or surrogate outcome, rather than a key clinically important, patient-centered outcome for people with OSA.

We also detailed how non-commercial motor vehicle crash data supported by prior governmental reports have previously concluded that OSA is an important risk factor that CPAP can benefit. Although the body of data may not achieve the SoE thresholds set by the AHRQ report, appropriate conclusions would be made much clearer by a statement reflecting the methodologic limitations inherent in restricting the evidence base to RCT design to address this question. The patient benefit and public safety implications of motor vehicle crashes are also important. The AHRQ report should acknowledge that there is NRCS evidence supporting a CPAP effect on reducing motor vehicle crashes, especially the many studies excluded that were published more than 10 years ago. This could be rectified if the question of effect on motor vehicle crashes included important studies, especially NRCS prior to 2010, and shorter-term studies.

We provided extensive discussion of the direct effect of CPAP on changes in blood pressure in short and long-term studies as well. The authors of the draft report have focused on incident hypertension and normalization of blood pressure. Despite a large body of research on the effect of CPAP on blood pressure, the AHRQ limited their evaluation to one long-term study on incident blood pressure and one on blood pressure normalization. However, hypertension has a multi-factorial etiology with only some of those pathways potentially affected by CPAP treatment. Furthermore, it is also important not to underappreciate evidence that small improvements in individual blood pressure may be profound when looked at across a large population. We recommend that the AHRQ reassess the outcome of blood pressure to include reduction in blood pressure measurements as a clinically significant, long-term outcome.

When examining the AHI as an intermediate outcome, we argued that the chosen method was inappropriate. This approach did not provide needed information regarding a potential dose-response effect between
reductions in AHI and improvements in clinical outcome such as sleepiness, especially since CPAP use was not accounted for. CPAP is very effective for the goal of minimizing the AHI, best when utilized for the entire period of sleep. Thus, changes in AHI with CPAP treatment are more likely to be a function of the baseline severity of OSA for an individual or group. The approach presented in the AHRQ report should not be used in determining whether the AHI is an appropriate intermediate or surrogate measure for clinical outcomes.

As pointed out when we explore the need for future studies, we noted that the AHRQ report provides a very compelling rationale for why more studies to address the impact of CPAP on longer term outcomes are required. This report does not, however, acknowledge the obstacles inherent with randomization of excessively sleepy patients to a control treatment arm, the most obvious example being the risk of motor vehicle crashes. Complementary, alternative study designs should be considered for future trials of OSA on long-term outcomes, including innovative RCT designs, propensity score matching, and targeting specific patient groups. In addition, identifying biomarkers and genetic predictors of risk and response and innovative approaches to promote long-term CPAP adherence are other areas in need of research.

We are concerned for the millions of patients who have benefitted from the long-term treatment of their OSA and those yet to be diagnosed. The AHRQ report should not present the findings in a way that may appear as an indictment of the current practice for OSA treatment, based on the narrow scope of review chosen by AHRQ from the totality of the evidence available and the exclusion of key, long-term clinical outcomes. The draft report, in its current form, does not accurately reflect the long-term clinical, patient-centered benefits of CPAP. Finally, we appreciate the opportunity to present our suggested revisions and would welcome future discussion with AHRQ regarding matters that have such a significant impact on the improvement of care for patients with OSA using CPAP.
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## Appendix

Table 1. Changes in blood pressure with CPAP in different hypertension groups (Adapted from Tables S10-S33 in Patil, et al, JCSM 2019 – online supplement)\textsuperscript{8}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient Type</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Risk Ratio, 95% confidence interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>All patient types</strong></td>
<td>Change in nighttime SBP</td>
<td>-4.21 (-5.96, -2.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in nighttime DBP</td>
<td>-2.31 (-3.72, -0.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in daytime SBP</td>
<td>-2.76 (-4.31, -1.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in daytime DBP</td>
<td>-1.98 (-3.02, -0.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in 24-hour SBP</td>
<td>-1.47 (-2.28, -0.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in 24-hour DBP</td>
<td>-1.58 (-2.23, -0.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in mean 24-hour BP</td>
<td>-2.63 (-3.86, -1.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resistant hypertensive patients</strong></td>
<td>Change in nighttime SBP</td>
<td>-3.26 (-6.11, -0.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in nighttime DBP</td>
<td>-2.20 (-4.39, -0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in daytime SBP</td>
<td>-1.54 (-4.47, 1.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in daytime DBP</td>
<td>-1.13 (-3.37, 1.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in 24-hour SBP</td>
<td>-2.15 (-5.05, 0.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in 24-hour DBP</td>
<td>-2.06 (-4.12, -0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hypertensive patients</strong></td>
<td>Change in nighttime SBP</td>
<td>-3.94 (-6.46, -1.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in nighttime DBP</td>
<td>-3.03 (-5.28, -0.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in daytime SBP</td>
<td>-2.70 (-4.92, -0.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in daytime DBP</td>
<td>-2.40 (-3.88, -0.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in 24-hour SBP</td>
<td>-2.53 (-4.30, -0.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in 24-hour DBP</td>
<td>-2.23 (-3.42, -1.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in mean 24-hour BP</td>
<td>-2.16 (-3.59, -0.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Normotensive patients</strong></td>
<td>Change in nighttime SBP</td>
<td>-1.91 (-7.16, 3.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in nighttime DBP</td>
<td>-1.00 (-4.38, 2.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in daytime SBP</td>
<td>-0.39 (-4.75, 3.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in daytime DBP</td>
<td>-0.24 (-2.91, 2.42)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BP=blood pressure, DBP=diastolic blood pressure, SBP=systolic blood pressure
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